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Bailey International Now Strategic Partners with Axiomatic
Bailey partners with Axiomatic to provide end-to-end systems design solutions
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. -- Bailey International (Bailey), a leading mobile hydraulic components manufacturer and
hydraulic systems provider, announced today that the company has signed a strategic partnership agreement with
Axiomatic Technologies Corporation. The partnership with Axiomatic, a global electronic controls designer and
manufacturer, allows Bailey to expand its offering of complete hydraulic control solutions.
“We are very happy to announce this partnership,” said Ken Baker, Bailey’s Chief Executive Officer. “Having a worldclass, global supplier for electronic controllers and power management that can complement Bailey’s strong
hydraulic and joystick control offering is fantastic,” said Baker.
“Adding the Axiomatic products to our offering of end-effectors and controls will continue to move both companies
into the future of our industry, which is end-to-end electro-hydraulic controls systems that are easy to use and
provide a new level of automation,” said David Hinkle, Bailey’s Director of Engineering.
Axiomatic products include a extensive range of rugged machine controllers with multiple input and output signal
capabilities and connection protocols, including CAN, SAE J1939, SAE J1587, MilCAN, LIN, Modbus RTU, Ethernet,
NFC, and Bluetooth. Axiomatic also offers power converters that protect electrical equipment and sensors to monitor
machine position for heavy equipment operators.
“We’re always looking forward, staying up-to-date with the latest technologies and actively expanding our customer
base,” said Greville Hampson, President of Axiomatic. Partnering with Bailey is a great step forward for our company
and the industry.”
For more information, photos, or to schedule an interview, please contact Daniel Stoltz by phone at (865)-2463232 or via email at Daniel.Stoltz@baileynet.com.
About Bailey
Bailey is a Knoxville, Tenn. based manufacturer and distributor of mobile fluid power components
including hydraulic cylinders, power units, pumps, valves, motors, hoses and fitting used primarily in
mobile equipment applications. Bailey was acquired by private equity firm Pfingsten Partners LLC on
April 13, 2012. In February of 2015, In addition, Bailey provides system engineering solutions for its
customers. Bailey acquired Sure Grip Controls, a hydraulic hand control and joystick manufacturer in
Victoria, British Columbia Canada.
-- More --

Since Bailey’s founding in 1976, through constant reinvestment and product enhancement, Bailey has
evolved into a diversified, industry leading manufacturer and distributor of highly engineered hydraulic
cylinders and related products. With over 30,000 customers throughout the U.S., Bailey has a reputation
for timely delivery of superior, competitively priced products supported by highly responsive customer
service. For more information on Bailey, visit www.baileyhydraulics.com.
About Axiomatic
Headquartered near Toronto, Canada, Axiomatic was founded in 1991 to provide electronic control
products and engineered solutions. The company continues to focus on engineered solutions to improve
productivity, efficiency and reliability. Axiomatic has expanded worldwide with a systems engineering
and applications center of excellence in Tampere, Finland. Axiomatic sales offices are located in Canada,
Finland, and Australia.
Axiomatic Technologies Corporation is located at 5915 Wallace Street Mississauga, ON L4Z 1Z8 Canada.
For more information about Axiomatic, contact Amanda Wilkins, Marketing Manager, at 1-905-6029270x224 or via email at amanda.wilkins@axiomatic.com.
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